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Here we investigate the relationships between modern foraminiferal

assemblages from Atlantic and Pacific surface sediment samples and multiple

environmental properties including water column and preservation variables using

Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA). CCA finds two fauna] dimensions

that are highly correlated to the environmental variables included in the analysis,

and then selects the best linear combination of environmental variables to explain

sample positions along these dimensions. The first dimension (30.4% of the

faunal variance) is related primarily to mean annual sea-surface temperature

(SST, r = -0.955). Salinity, or some property correlated to it, also influences CCA

Axis 1 within the tropics. The second dimension (7.9% of the faunal variance)

accounts for environmental variability associated with an inverse relationship
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between SST and surface salinity, including variability in pycnocline phosphate

concentration, range in nitrate concentration, water depth and chlorophyll. No

evidence is found for a significant influence of selective dissolution, suggesting

that carbonate ion concentration cannot be estimated for foraminiferal

assemblages

Our results support the use of foraminiferal assemblages preserved in

deep-sea sediments to estimate SST. We use our results to develop a CCA-based

transfer function using the relationship between SST and CCA Axis 1. We tested

this new estimation method by reconstructing modern and LGM SSTs, and the

SSTs down an eastern tropical Pacific sediment core, RC13-1 10.
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Foraminiferal Assemblages Preserved in Surface Sediments Correspond to Multiple

Environmental and Preservation Variables

1. Introduction

Foraminifera preserved in deep-sea sediments have been used to estimate sea-

surface temperature [Imbrie and Kipp, 1971; Kipp, 1976], primary production [Mix,

1989], annual temperature as a function of mixed-layer depth in the tropical Atlantic

[Ravelo et al., 1990], thermocline depth in the tropical Pacific [Andreason and

Ravelo, 1997] and, most recently, carbonate-ion saturation at the seafloor [Anderson

and Archer, 2002]. Does a unique response to each of these variables exist in the

faunal data or is estimation of multiple environmental properties from foraminiferal

assemblages an exercise in wishful thinking? Many water column and preservation

variables are highly correlated in the modern ocean, making the identification of

causal relationships difficult.

Early studies comparing faunal assemblages from plankton tows to water column

characteristics suggested that species distributions are most highly correlated to SST,

salinity and nutrients [Bradshaw, 1959; Parker, 1960; Berger, 1968], or to integrated

water mass characteristics [Berger, 1968; the gyre margin fauna of Imbrie and Kipp,

1971]. Extending the investigation to identify relationships between surface

sediment assemblages and water column properties proved to be more difficult,

especially in the Pacific. A potential source of error is dissolution, which alters the
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original composition of sea floor assemblages [Parker and Berger, 1971; Coulbourn

et al., 1980]. This transformation of assemblages, by either selectively removing

taxa preferring warm water or those preferring cold water, could influence

environmental interpretations based on relative species abundances [Thompson,

1981; Berger, 1970].

CLIMAP [1981] utilized foraminiferal assemblages (and other fossil groups) from

surface sediments to calibrate equations using the transfer function method of Imbrie

and Kipp [1971] that could be applied to fossil samples, and used these equations to

reconstruct SST fields for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). Imbrie and Kipp

[1971] argued that the strong relationship between modem foraminiferal fauna from

surface sediments and SST could have predictive value even if species don't respond

directly to SST. The only requirement is that the relationship between the true causal

factors and SST remained constant through time. CLIMAP's methods have been

questioned in light of evidence that suggests CLIMAP may have under-estimated the

magnitude of tropical cooling during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) [Thompson

et al., 1995, Guilderson et al., 1994, Stute et al., 1995 and Rind and Peteet, 1985].

Efforts to resolve this controversy have focused on statistical methodology and

avoidance of 'no-analog' conditions [Mix et al. 1999; Prell, 1985; Waelbroeck et al.,

1998; Pflauman, et al. 1996; Le and Shackleton, 1994] in which past faunal

variability exceeds that observed in the modem [Hutson, 1977], the influence of

dissolution on estimates [Miao et al., 1994; Prell, 1985; Thunell et al., 1994; Le and
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Shackleton, 1992], and the influence of environmental variables other than SST on

faunal assemblages [Watkins et al., 1996; Watkins and Mix, 1998; Ortiz and Mix,

1995; Ravelo et al., 1990]. In spite of this effort, it remains unknown which (or how

many) environmental properties most strongly influence the distributions of species

abundances, and how reliably these relationships can be used for paleo-

environmental estimation.

Here we attempt to identify the water column and preservation properties that best

describe fauna! variability as reflected in surface sediment samples. We first

determine how many properties can be resolved by identifying the number of

statistically independent dimensions of the environmental and faunal data. We then

employ Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA), a statistical method proven to be

useful in ecology, to identify relationships between community structure and multiple

environmental properties.

2. Methods

2.1. Canonical Correspondence Analysis

Canonical Correspondence Analysis [ter Braak, 1986] identifies dominant

relationships between community data and multiple environmental variables. CCA

is closely related to Reciprocal Averaging Ordination (RA, also known as

Correspondence Analysis), and both are derived from Weighted Averaging (WA)
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Ordination. Ordination refers to methods that order samples along gradients, and

includes the familiar method of Q-mode Factor Analysis (QFA).

CCA, RA and WA are called unimodal methods because they assume the response

of species along environmental gradients is unimodal, with a single peak and two

tails. Under this model, the environmental preference of each species is represented

by its weighted average maximum abundance, which is equivalent to the position of

the peak for a symmetric distribution along an environmental gradient.

Gradients can be represented as axes, and samples are positioned relative to one

another along these axes based on their faunal composition. Sample positions on

these axes are called sample scores and species positions are called species optima,

and are conceptually analogous to factor loadings and factor scores (respectively) in

QFA. The result of both methods is a simplified model of the original dataset.

How do QFA and CCA differ? QFA is used to simplify a faunal dataset into a few

orthogonal factors representing compositional end-members based on the faunal

similarity of samples. In contrast, CCA reduces a faunal dataset into a few

orthogonal gradients that best reflect the environmental properties included in the

analysis. For example, to describe a single temperature gradient along which

multiple species rise and fall in abundance, QFA may identify three factors from a

faunal dataset that represent cold, intermediate and warm SST, whereas CCA would

identify a single SST gradient along which species variability is maximized.
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Relationships between QFA fauna! factors and environmental properties are

identified one at a time. The appropriateness of a defined relationship is typically

determined by the ability of the resulting equation to reconstruct the environmental

property of interest. Although some investigators check for independence of the

environmental properties to be estimated, in many cases variables are highly

correlated (such as summer and winter temperature) to one another. In contrast,

CCA identifies the faunal dimensions that are most highly correlated to multiple

environmental variables included in the analysis, and interprets the dimensions in

terms of linear combinations of environmental variables. CCA thus objectively

identifies an optimal set of environmental parameters that relate to (and may cause)

species variations.

CCA is best understood as a modification of WA and RA. We simplify our

description of these methods by limiting the discussion to the first axis only. The

faunal and environmental datasets are formatted so that each row represents a sample

and each column represents a variable (either a species or an environmental variable).

WA positions samples or species on an environmental gradient represented by a

single environmental variable that is chosen by the investigator. To position each

species along the environmental gradient, WA simply weights (multiplies) the

relative abundance of each species in each sample of the faunal data by the

environmental variable associated with that sample, and then averages all weighted

abundances for each species (column-wise averaging). The resulting averages for



each species define the species optima. Species optima represent the environmental

preference of each species as they approximate the position of maximum occurrence

of each species along the gradient. One can then use the optima to find the sample

scores by weighting the relative abundance of each species by it's respective

optimum, then averaging all weighted abundances within a sample (row-wise

averaging). This procedure can be performed multiple times, each time relating the

faunal data to a different environmental variable. As with QFA, WA provides no

specific guidance as to which environmental properties can be estimated reliably.

RA follows the above procedure, but repeatedly alternates between calculating

species optima and sample scores, until sample scores converge (no change from

iteration to iteration within a defined tolerance). This method of identifying

eigenvectors (by column-wise, and then row-wise averaging iteratively until

convergence) is called The Power Method [Gourlay and Watson, 1973]. RA does

not require any associated environmental data: one uses arbitrary but unequal initial

sample scores instead of environmental data to begin the averaging procedure. The

arbitrary sample scores are used to calculate species optima, then the optima are used

to calculate new sample scores, and so on; repeating until sample scores converge.

The resulting gradient, however, is now called a latent environmental gradient and is

an eigenvector of the faunal data. As with QFA and WA, sample positions along this

RA gradient must be compared to environmental variables after the analysis to

describe the gradient in environmental terms.
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CCA follows the RA procedure, but includes a regression of sample scores on

environmental variables within each iteration. The resulting regression coefficients

(called canonical coefficients) within each iteration are used to estimate new sample

scores that replace the original sample scores, and are then used to calculate new

species optima. The regression of sample scores on environmental variables

effectively steers the faunal data to maximize the fit between the faunal composition

of samples and the environmental data. The canonical coefficients from the final

regression define the best linear combination of environmental variables that describe

the final sample positions along the resulting gradient, and provide an environmental

description of this gradient.

Final sample scores can be represented in one of two ways within CCA. Sample

scores can be calculated either from the final species optima (WA, or weighted

averaging, scores), or calculated from the canonical coefficients resulting from the

final regression of WA scores on the environmental variables (LC, or linear

combination, scores). If LC scores are chosen, the canonical coefficients define the

axes as a linear combination of environmental variables, and the samples themselves

have been fitted to the environmental variables. If WA scores are chosen, the

canonical coefficients represent the best linear combination of environmental

variables that describe the sample positions along each axis, but do not actually

define the axis. In this case, species optima have been fitted to the environmental

variables, but the samples have not. We have chosen to use the WA scores because



the relative positions of samples can be inferred from their faunal compositions and

the positions of species optima (unlike the LC scores), and one can calculate the

positions of samples from unknown environments (i.e. fossil samples) by using the

positions of modern optima.

We summarize this iterative weighted averaging technique here, however

algorithm details are given in Appendix A.

1) Choose arbitrary, but unequal, initial sample scores.

2) Calculate species scores by weighted averaging of the sample scores with
sample scores as weights.

3) Calculate new sample scores by weighted averaging of the species scores with

species scores as weights (at convergence these are the WA scores).

4) Obtain regression coefficients by weighted multiple regression of the sample

scores on the environmental variables

5) Calculate new sample scores from the regression coefficients (at convergence
these are the LC scores).

6) Center and standardize the sample scores to a mean of zero and variance of 1.

7) Repeat from step 2, using the sample scores from step 6 in place of the initial
sample scores. Stop when new sample scores do not change within a prescribed
tolerance from the sample scores from the previous iteration. The square root of
the dispersion (Appendix A) of sample scores at convergence equals the
eigenvalue.

Calculation of a second axis follows the same procedure, however an

orthogonalization step (Appendix A) is included within each iteration (after step 6)

that removes from the trial sample scores the linear correlation with the first axis.



Trial sample scores for additional axes have the linear correlation with the first axis

and all other axes removed.

A well-known problem called the arch effect sometimes arises when using CCA

and other unimodal methods. This mathematical artifact distorts sample positions on

the second and higher axes. The arch effect occurs because the method assumes that

all species distributions are symmetrical when in fact the maximum abundance of a

species may occur at gradient extremes. The variance from truncated distributions

along gradients is said to fold onto the second (and higher) axes, resulting in these

axes having a geometric relationship to the first axis [Jongman et at., 1995]. We

detrended by second order polynomials after we confirmed the existence of the arch

effect in our results by visual inspection. Detrending by polynomials removes the

arch effect by including a step in the orthogonalization procedure of CCA to make

the sample scores uncorrelated to the quadratic function of the sample scores along

the first axis for the second and higher axes [Jongman et al., 1995].

We select environmental variables in order of the amount of variance explained by

the analysis, and exclude variables that are not statistically significant or are highly

correlated to others already included in the model. Significance is determined by 199

Monte Carlo randomizations: CCA is performed on each of 199 randomized

permutations of the original dataset; a variable is significant if the additional faunal

variance explained is greater than that explained by 95% of the permutation tests. To

avoid including variables that are highly correlated to one another, we reject
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variables that result in variance inflation factors (VIP; Appendix A) greater than 10.

A large VIP (> 20) indicates a variable is almost perfectly correlated to other

variables already included in the analysis and therefore does not make a unique

contribution.

We used the program CANOCO version 4.02 [ter Braak and Smilauer, 1999] to

perform the CCA. The forward selection procedure is outlined below:

1. Perform CCA using the manual forward selection option on all faunal and
environmental data. CANOCO lists environmental variables in order of how much
variance each explains when CCA is run with each variable separately. We select
the variable that explains the most variance (after testing for significance; p <0.05)
as the first variable.

2. CANOCO lists all remaining variables in order of how much variance each
explains in addition to the amount explained earlier variables. We select the
variable that explains the largest amount of variance from this list as the second
variable after checking for significance. This choice is retained if the VIFs of all
variables in the model are below 10 with this variable included. If the VIFs of any
of the environmental variables already in the analysis are greater than 10, this
choice is discarded and the variable explaining the next largest amount of variance
is selected and evaluated similarly for inclusion.

3. Continue selecting variables as in step 2 until each of the remaining variables

explains less than 1% of the remaining faunal variance.

2.2. Data

The data consist of foraminiferal assemblages from surface sediment samples

throughout the Atlantic and Pacific basins. Corresponding environmental and

preservation variables at the location of each sample are derived from published

atlases. We have chosen to evaluate both oceans together to determine if the
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relationships between fauna and environment in each ocean are consistent between

oceans. If they are consistent, relationships missing from one ocean (as an artifact of

sampling) will be filled in by relationships in the other ocean, potentially increasing

the dynamic range and accuracy of the identified relationships. if the relationships

are not consistent in the two ocean basins, the environmental variables must not be

causal.

2.2.1. Species data. The faunal data are a compilation of the Brown University

Foraminiferal Database [Prell et al., 1999]. Species identifications for samples of

this database were made by one research group to reduce identification biases. These

data were supplemented with samples from Mix [unpublished data] after inter-

calibrating with Brown University. These 992 samples are widely distributed

throughout much of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (Figure 1). Following Mix et al.

[1999], we combine the pink and white varieties of Globigerinoides ruber into G.

ruber (total), and Globigerinoides sacculifer with and without a final sac into G.

sacculifer (total). We include Neogloboquadrina pachyderma - Neogloboquadrina

dutertrei ("P-D") intergrade with N. dutertrei, and combine Globorotalia menardii,

Globorotalia tumida and Globorotalia neoflexuosa into Gr. menardii-tumida

complex. We calculate relative abundances with closure around 28 species groups

(Table 1).

The faunal data are transformed by ln(percent abundance + 1) prior to the analysis.

Relative abundances of species within a sample are frequently log-normal in



Figure 1. Core locations (indicated by '+') of sediment samples containing planktonic foraminiferal species used

here to identify the relationship between modern species and environmental and preservation variables. Census

data are from the Brown University Foraminiferal Database [Prell et al., 1999] supplemented with data from Mix

[unpublished1.
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Table 1. Species and environmental variables included in the analysis.

CODE NAME
UNIV Orbulina universa
CONG Globigerinoides con globatus
RUBT Globigerinoides ruber (total of white and pink varieties)
TENE Globigerinoides tenellus
SACT Globigerinoides sacculfer (total with and without final sac)
DEHI Sphaeroidinella dehiscens
AEQU Globigerinella aequilateralis
CALl Globigerina calida
BULL Globigerina bulloides
FALC Globigerina falconensis
DIGI Globigerina digitata
RUBS Globigerina rubescens
QUIN Globigerina quinqueloba
PACL Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (left coiling)
PACR Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (right coiling)
PDTR Neogloboquadrina dutertrei (including pachyderina-dutertrei

intergrade)
CGLM Globoquadrina con glomerata
HEXA Globoquadrina hexagona
OBLI Pulleniatina obliquiloculata
NFL Globorotalia inflata
TRUL Globorotalia truncatulinoides (left coiling)
TRUR Globorotalia truncatulinoides (right coiling)
CRAS Globorotalia crassaforinis
FIIRS Globorotalia hirsuta
SCIT Globorotalia scitula
MTTL Globorotalia menardii, Gr. menardiiflexuosa, and Globorotalia

tumida
GLUT Globigerinita glutinata
THEY Globorotalia theyeri
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distribution [MacArthur, 1960j. The log transform normalizes the species data, an

assumption of our statistical methods. Transforming these data also prevents the few

highly abundant species from dominating the analysis and increases the contributions

from less abundant species.

The addition of a constant to each value prior to transformation prevents taking the

log of zero. Because the influence of the choice of constant on statistical analyses

has not been adequately addressed in the literature, we compare our results using a

constant of 1 to those using constants of 0.1, 0.5, 2.0 and 5.0. CCA eigenvalues are

similar for all constants except for 5, which appears to increase the noise such that it

interferes with the structure of the data. Also, the addition of constants from 0.1 to

2.0 do not influence the canonical coefficients for the first eigenvector and only

slightly for the second eigenvector, while the addition of 5.0 greatly influences the

canonical coefficients for both the first and second eigenvector. This suggests our

choice of one for the constant does not unduly influence the results.

Although we do not transform the environmental data prior to the analysis,

CANOCO transforms the data within the analysis such that each variable has a mean

of zero and variance of one.

2.2.2. Environmental and preservation data. Physical and chemical water column

variables for the sea-surface and the pycnocline were extracted from the World

Ocean Atlas Database 1998 [Ocean Climate Laboratory, 1999], hereafter referred to

as W0A98. Pycnocline depth was defined as the maximum in the rate of change in
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density with depth (averaged over 50 m). If more than one peak in the density

gradient was found, the shallowest value was chosen. Annual averages, minima,

maxima, and ranges (seasonal maximum minus minimum) of temperature, nutrients

and other chemical and physical characteristics of the water are calculated at these

levels. Primary production estimates [Behrenfeld et al., 2001], expressed as annual

average and seasonal range at each location, were derived from satellite data

(SeaWiFS; Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor) collected between September

1997 and August 2000 an interval that includes both El Niflo and La Nifla

conditions. We estimated carbon flux at the seafloor (annual average and range)

from this primary production data using the relationship of carbon flux to water

depth described in Suess [1980].

Water depth (recorded with the faunal data) and carbonate ion concentration

variables [Archer, 1996] are included as calcite dissolution proxies. Water depth was

included because it has been used to reflect the influence of water pressure on the

solubility of calcite. We included sea-floor values of modeled carbonate ion

concentration ([CO3]) and calcite saturation state (AC03); the difference between

[CO3] and calcite saturation. These carbonate concentration variables reflect the

combined influence of water depth, acidification due to the respiration of organic

matter, calcite production, temperature, salinity, and alkalinity of the water at the

location of each sample.
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The environmental variables were screened prior to analysis to remove redundant

or problematic variables. Oxygen concentration at the sea surface was excluded from

the analysis as it is primarily a function of temperature. Sea-surface and pycnocline

density variables were excluded because they reflect the combined influence of

temperature and salinity. Pycnocline nutrient range variables were not included in

the analysis because some data are missing in winter for high-latitude samples.

Table 2 lists the 35 environmental and preservation variables that are included in our

analysis, and their sources.

3. Results

3.1. How many Environmental Dimensions can be Identified from the Fauna! Data?

Imbrie et al. [1973] state that the number of statistically independent environmental variables that can be

estimated must be less than the number of statistically independent modes of the faunal data. This

restriction on the number of environmental properties that can be estimated prevents the estimation of more

dimensions than actually exist and therefore is appropriate regardless of method, unless one has additional

information. While not explicitly stated, this reflects the need to have at least two unimodal faunal

variables (which could be Q-mode factor loadings) with different means with respect to a single

environmental variable to provide a unique solution to transfer function inversion [Imbrie et al., 1973;

Imbrie and Kipp, 1973].
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TABLE 2. Environmental variables used in the analysis. All values are annual averages, except for

range values, which are calculated from seasonal averages.

CODE VARIABLE SOURCE UNITS

Sea-surface variables:

SST Temperature W0A981 °C

SSTrg Temperature range W0A98'
SSTmin Minimum temperature WOA98'
SSTrnax Maximum temperature W0A98' °C

Salt Salinity W0A98' psu

Saltrg Salinity range W0A98' psu

Chlor Chlorophyll W0A98' i.tM

Chlorrg Chlorophyll range W0A98' LtM

NO3 Nitrate W0A981
NO3rg Nitrate range W0A98' 1.tM

PO4 Phosphate W0A98' tM

PO4rg Phosphate range W0A981
Si02 Silica W0A98' i.IM

SiO2rg Silica range W0A98' LLM

PP Primary production Behrenfeld et al.2 g C/m2/yr

PPrg Primary production range Behrenfeld et al.2 g C/m2/yr

Sig(100-O) Density contrast: lOOm density
minus surface density W0A983

Pycnocline Variables:

PD pycnocline depth W0A983 meters

PDrg pycnodline depth range W0A983 meters

PT Temperature W0A983 °C

PTrg Temperature range W0A983

PSalt Salinity W0A983 psu

PSaltrg Salinity range W0A983 psu

PdSig Rate of change in density WOA983
PdSigrg Rate of change in density range W0A983
PNO3 Nitrate W0A983 jiM

PPO4 Phosphate WOA983
PSiO2 Silicate W0A983 jiM

P02 Oxygen W0A983 jiM

PO2SAT Oxygen percent saturation W0A983 percent saturation

Seafloor variables:

Depth Water depth NGDC4 meters

SFCO3 Carbonate cone, at seafloor Archer5 jiM

SFdCO3 Carbonate cone. minus saturation Archer5

Cflux Carbon flux Behrenfeld et al.2data, gC/m2/yr
and Suess6 equation

Cfluxrg Carbon flux range Behrenfeld et al.2 data, gC/m2/yr

and Suess6 ecjuation
1 Ocean Climate Laboratory, 1999 National Geological Data Center (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov)
2 Behrenfeld et al., 2001 Archer, 1996

Calculated from WOA9S 6Suess 1980



We investigate the dimensionality of our datasets using R-mode factor analysis, a

method that identifies data structure through eigenanalysis of a cross-products matrix

(in this case, the correlation matrix among variables) to determine how many

significant independent modes of variability exist. We use two stopping criteria to

evaluate how many eigenvectors should be retained. The broken-stick method

identifies eigenvalues (the amount of variance explained by each eigenvector) as

significant if larger than broken-stick eigenvalues (the amount of variance explained

by random data) [Frontier, 1976]. This method has been shown by Jackson [1993]

to accurately reproduce the dimensions of simulated data matrices. We also apply

the commonly used scree plot method, which involves plotting the eigenvalues

versus their rank order. The point at which eigenvalues deviate from a straight line

drawn through the eigenvalues of higher rank indicates non-random variation.

Cattell and Vogelmann [1977] argue all eigenvalues to the left of this point and one

to the right should be retained.

R-mode factor analysis of the environmental data results in the eigenvalues shown

in Table 3a. Three eigenvalues reflect non-random variation from the comparison of

eigenvalues to broken-stick eigenvalues. The scree plot method suggests four

eigenvalues should be retained (Fig. 2a). We conclude that three to four independent

dimensions of non-random variation exist within our environmental dataset.

R-mode factor analysis of the faunal data results in the eigenvalues shown in

Table 3b. Two eigenvalues are greater than broken-stick eigenvalues, however, the
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Table 3. Tables of eigenvalues resulting from a) R-mode Factor Analysis of 35
environmental and preservation variables, and b) R-mode Factor Analysis of 28
fauna! groups.

a) Environmental Data:

Axis Eigenvalue % of Variance Cum. % of Var.
Broken-stick
Eigenvalue

1 10.235 29.243 29.243 4.147
2 5.693 16.265 45.508 3.147

3 3.981 11.375 56.883 2.647

4 2.093 5.980 62.864 2.313

5 1.893 5.409 68.272 2.063

6 1.546 4.416 72.688 1.863

7 1.402 4.007 76.695 1.697

8 1.228 3.507 80.202 1.554

9 1.085 3.101 83.303 1.429

10 0.795 2.272 85.576 1.318

b) Fauna! Data:

Axis Eigenvalue % of Variance Cum. % of Var.
Broken-stick
Eigenvalue

1 6.814 24.337 24.337 3.927

2 5.257 18.775 43.111 2.927

3 2.339 8.354 51.466 2.427

4 1.883 6.726 58.191 2.094

5 1.400 5.002 63.193 1.844

6 1.114 3.979 67.172 1.644

7 0.932 3.328 70.500 1.477

8 0.887 3.169 73.669 1.334

9 0.806 2.878 76.547 1.209

10 0.7 10 2.534 79.08 1 1.098
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Figure 2. Comparison of stopping criteria for R-mode factor analysis eigenvalues for
a) the environmental dataset, and b) the fauna! dataset. A straight line through the
higher rank eigenvalues indicates random variation (scree plot method). Eigenvalues
from random data are plotted for comparison to actual eigenvalues (broken-stick
method). Both stopping criteria produce the same results for the environmental
eigenvalues, but there are differences between criteria when evaluating the fauna!
eigenvalues.
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scree plot method suggests that five eigenvalues show non-random variation (Fig.

2b). We conclude that at least two, and possibly up to five, independent dimensions

exist within the faunal dataset. Therefore, considering the number of both

environmental and faunal dimensions in our dataset, at least one and possibly as

many as four dimensions may be interpreted ecologically. To be conservative, we

will limit our discussion to two species-environment relationships in CCA.

3.2. Selection of Environmental Variables within CCA.

Ten of the 35 variables in the environmental dataset were selected (Table 4) using

the manual forward selection protocol within CCA. No environmental variables

were rejected based on significance or VIF (based on p < 0.05 and VIF < 10),

however selection stopped when each variable explained less than 1% of the

remaining faunal variance. At this point, many environmental variables explained a

similar amount of the remaining variance, making selection of the next variable

ambiguous.

Mean annual SST explained more of the faunal variance (29.8%) than any other

variable. For comparison, the other temperature variables (all of which are

significantly correlated to mean annual SST) include seasonal minimum surface

temperature (29.4%), seasonal maximum surface temperature (28.5%), mean annual

temperature at the pycnocline (27.7%), range in surface temperature (11.6%) and

range in temperature at the pycnocline (11.1%). Water depth (2.4% of the faunal

variance) and [CO3J (1.0% of the faunal variance) were selected, while 1CO3 was
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Table 4. Environmental variables selected for inclusion within CCA using the
manual forward selection option in CANOCO (F-values and p-values calculated by

CANOCO). Variables are listed in order of inclusion. Variance Explained refers to
the percentage of total faunal variance each environmental variable explains for a

four-dimensional solution.

Variable Name
Variance

Explained (%) F-value p-value

1 SST 29.75 420.0 <.005

2 PPO4 7.72 122.1 <.005j PP 2.52 41.1 <.005

4 Salt 2.30 39.0 <.005

5 Depth 2.30 41.3 <.005

6 Sig(100-0) 1.56 27.9 <.005

7 Chlor 1.48 28.3 <.005

8 SSTrg 1.48 28.6 <.005

9 NO3rg 1.17 22.9 <.005

I
0

SFCO3 0.96 19.0 <.005
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not, suggesting that no distinct dissolution signal is represented by the fauna!

abundance data.

3.3. Species-Environment Re!ationships.

CCA identifies four fauna! axes that have significant (p <0.05) re!ationships to the

10 environmental properties selected. These four axes explain 51% of the total

faunal variance. We previously determined that one to four environmental properties

could be estimated from our data, and to be conservative, we will limit the discussion

to two CCA dimensions. An additional constraint on the number of dimensions that

can be interpreted is the ability of the statistical method to accurately describe the

variability along these dimensions. Gradient length is a measure of fauna! turnovers

along a gradient, and is used to determine if unimodal methods are appropriate to

describe the gradient. Gradient length is expressed in standard deviation units of

species turnover (SD), and is calculated by dividing the range in sample scores by the

average within-species standard deviation along the axis [ter Braak and Smilauer,

1998J. Axes 1 and 2 have gradient lengths greater than 2 (Axis 1 = 3.3 SD, Axis 2 =

2.2 SD), a commonly used cutoff, while Axes 3 and 4 have gradient lengths less than

2 (Axis 3 = 1.0 SD, Axis 4 = 1.8 SD), suggesting unimoda! methods are not

appropriate to describe variability along those dimensions. We therefore limit the

interpretation of the CCA results to the first two axes.

The two retained CCA axes explain 38% of the total variance in the faunal dataset

and 75% of the canonical variance (the percent of the fauna! variance explained by
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Table 5. Regression coefficients scaled to standardized variables (based on the
environmental variables centered and standardized to unit variance).

Name Axis 1 Axis 2

SST -0.7485 0.3127

Salt -0.1558 -0.3030

NO3rg 0.0 178 0.2607

Depth 0.0105 0.2213

PPO4 -0.0486 0.2064

Chior 0.0175 0.1411

SFCO3 0.0211 -0.0725

SSTrg -0.0138 -0.0660

Sig(100-0) -0.0063 0.0603

PPavg 0.0375 0.053 1
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all four axes). The relationship between environmental variables and the resulting

axes can be inferred from the canonical coefficients (Table 5), which define the best

linear combination of environmental variables that describe sample positions along

each axis. The distribution of samples and placement of species optima within the

two dimensions are shown in Figure 3.

The remaining 62% of the faunal variance is a result of noise (in both species

abundance and environmental data), variability that is not explained by the

environmental variables included, or non-linear relationships. We perform QFA on

the faunal dataset to determine the amount of noise contained within the species

percentage data. 60% of the total faunal variance is explained by five QFA factors

(calculated from the coefficient of determination between the modeled species

variability and the original faunal variability). The remaining 40% cannot be

differentiated from noise. The two CCA axes, therefore explain approximately two-

thirds (3 8/60) of the total faunal variance above the noise level. The 20% explained

by the five QFA factors not captured by CCA is likely to be a result of environmental

properties not included in the analysis, non-linear relationships between sample

scores along the axes and the environmental variables, or noisy environmental data.

Percent fit is defined as the ratio of the modeled variance to the original variance

for each species, multiplied by 100. Comparing the percent fit to the faunal variance

explained by the two retained CCA axes (38%) places a value on each species with

respect to its usefulness as an environmental indicator (Table 6). The faunal
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Figure 3. Distribution of species optima (inverted triangles) and samples (indicated

by '+') within two dimensions identified by Canonical Correspondence Analysis of

the foraminiferal data and associated environmental and preservation data. Each
dimension represents a faunal gradient that is most highly linearly correlated to the
environmental data included in the analysis. Positions of species optima are

determined by the relationship of the weighted maximum occurrence of each species

with respect to each gradient. The ability of the model to reconstruct the original

variance of each species is indicated by symbols representing percent fit.
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Table 6. Positions of species optima and percent fit of each species for Axis I and

Axis 2, and percent fit for both axes together. Species are listed in decreasing order

of percent fit for both axes.

Species Optima Percent Fit

Species Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axes 1 +2

PACR 1.26 0.48 62.5 3.7 66.2

RUBT -0.50 -0.42 49.0 15.9 64.9

AIEQU -0.61 -0.20 58.9 3.1 62.0

SACT -0.62 -0.14 57.8 1.0 58.8

PACL 2.73 0.04 58.1 0.1 58.2

PDTR -0.07 0.95 0.4 49.4 49.8

QUIN 2.36 -0.13 49.5 0.1 49.5

BULL 0.72 0.36 44.4 3.7 48.2

MTTL -0.59 0.67 26.52 19.7 46.2

OBLI -0.71 0.70 24.7 11.5 36.2

CALl -0.42 -0.38 23.4 9.2 32.5

NFL 0.90 -0.28 29.9 1.9 31.8

RUBS -0.65 -0.72 15.8 9.9 25.8

TEN -0.48 -0.93 9.3 16.4 25.7

TRUL 0.76 -1.08 12.2 13.0 25.3

CGLB -0.60 -0.46 19.6 5.0 24.6

FALC 0.33 -0.68 6.4 16.7 23.1

TRUR -0.02 -1.01 0.0 18.9 10.0

fIIRS 0.44 -1.08 4.0 14.3 18.3

DEHI -0.71 0.78 7.9 5.5 134

CGLM -0.69 1.00 6.0 7.1 13.2

SCIT 0.33 -0.60 3.4 8.4 11.8

HEX -0.35 1.46 0.9 10.4 11.2

GLUT -0.14 -0.10 4.7 2.7 7.4

DIGI -0.38 0.07 7.2 0.1 7.3

THEY -0.27 1.86 0.2 5.3 5.5

CRAS -0.37 -0.09 3.1 0.0 3.1

UNIV -0.11 -0.26 0.9 2.1 3.1



variance is reproduced better than average if the percent fit of that species is greater

than 38% and less than average if the percent fit is less than 38%. Species with high

percent fit values should be included in next-generation transfer functions, whereas

species with low percent fit values could be excluded without substantial loss of

information.

3.3.1. CCA Axis 1. CCA Axis 1 explains 30.4% of the total fauna! variance

(59.4% of the canonical variance). Mean annual SST (canonical coefficient = -0.749,

r = -0.96) best describes sample positions along this axis (Fig. 4a). Salinity also

explains some sample variability along Axis 1 (canonical coefficient = -0.156), but

the contribution is much smaller than that of SST. Compared to SST and salinity,

contributions from other environmental variables are small (canonical coefficients

range between 0.0486 and 0.0375) and of limited value to describe Axis 1

qualitatively.

Four species have obvious relationships to Axis 1 and no clear relationship to Axis

2 (Fig. 4b): Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (left coiling), N. pachyderma (right

coiling), Globorotalia inflata, and Globigerina bulloides. Living specimens of these

taxa are most con-ilnon outside the tropics, and typically reach greatest abundance in

transitional to subarctic/subantarctic environments [Be and Tolderlund, 1977],

although G. bulloides is also found in tropical upwelling systems [Prell and Curry,

1981]. N. pachyderma (left coiling) abundances are essentially zero at the negative

extreme of Axis 1, but increase rapidly between 1.0 and 2.5 on Axis 1, and maintain
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very high (near 100%) levels at the positive extreme of Axis 1. Globigerina

quinquiloba has a similar relationship to Axis 1, however some samples with Axis 1

Figure 4. Relationships between environmental and fauna! variables and CCA Axis

1: scatterplots of (a) all ten environmental variables selected by the analysis versus

Axis 1, in order of decreasing linear correlation (from left to right, top to bottom),

and (b) species with strong relationships to Axis 1 (and highest values of percent fit).

Examples of species that increase with higher Axis 1 sample scores (cold-water

species) are on the left, those with maxima in the mid-range of Axis 1 are in the

center, and those that increase with higher Axis 1 sample scores (warm-water

species) are on the right.
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Figure 4b.
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scores greater than 2.0 lack G. quinquiloba, suggesting that temperature may not be

the only influence on this species. Gr. inflata and N. pachyderma (right coiling)

have unimodal distributions that peak near the middle of Axis 1 (between 0.5 and

2.0), but species abundances become more diffuse as scores along this axis increase.

G. bulloides peaks in abundance near Axis 1 values of 2.0, but it also has a spike in

abundance along Axis 1 from about 1.0 to 0.2, which may represent the occurrence

of this species in some low latitude upwelling environments.

The negative (wann) extreme of Axis 1 is dominated by tropicailsubtropical

species such as Globigerinoides ruber and Globigerina aequilateralis (Fig. 4b).

These species show a high degree of variability in abundance along this axis,

however, suggesting that they are also distributed along another dimension. Of these

species, G. ruber appears to be most highly correlated to Axis 1.

G. glutinata, like G. bulloides, has a bimodal distribution along Axis 1. The

warm-water relationship is very similar to that of G. aequilateralis, with peak

abundances occurring at the negative extreme of Axis 1, and the second abundance

maximum occurs between values of 1 and 2 along Axis 1. This bimodal distribution

is reflected in the low percent fit of G. glutinata (7.4%), reflecting the inability of

CCA to accurately reconstruct the variability of this species in our dataset. Species

showing bimodal distributions along CCA Axis 1 should not be included in transfer

functions of temperature.
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A transition zone exists, which separates tropical/subtropical species (such as G.

ruber and G. aequilateralis) from those found outside the tropics, between values of

approximately 0 to 1 along Axis 1. Most tropical species respond similarly with a

wide range in abundances along Axis 1 from approximately 1 to 0, and then

decrease rapidly from 0 to 1, as extra-tropical species increase in abundance. This

transition may be an ecotone, a faunal transition resulting from a physical boundary

separating two communities [Ricklefs, 1990]. The center of this transition zone

corresponds to sea-surface temperatures of about 18° to 20°C, suggesting the physical

boundary may be related to the subtropical convergence zone (which is commonly

identified by temperatures near 18°C, Worthington, 1959) currently positioned at

about 40°N and 40°S.

The subtropical convergence zone separates tropical and subtropical waters, in

which a relatively strong thermocline throughout the year and subpolar water where

winter cooling breaks down the thermocline and forms subsurface "mode" water.

Howard and Prell [1992] found evidence of the subtropical convergence zone in

sediment samples of foraminiferal assemblages from Indian Ocean sediments, and

used this information to track the convergence zone through time. Plankton tow data

from near the south Atlantic subtropical convergence zone show no overlap in the

composition of foraminiferal assemblages north and south of the convergence zone

supporting the existence of this feature in living communities [Wefer et al., 2001]. It

appears that the subtropical convergence zone may be an effective physical boundary
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between different environmental regimes, and that unique faunal assemblages are

maintained in each region.

3.3.2. CCA Axis 2. The second axis explains 7.9% of the total variance in the

faunal dataset (15.4% of the canonical variance). Several environmental variables

contribute to the description of sample positions along Axis 2 as indicated by their

canonical coefficients (Table 5). The contributions of mean annual SST (0.3 127)

and surface salinity (-0.3030) are greatest, although surface nitrate concentration

range (0.2607), water depth (0.2213), pycnocline phosphate concentration (0.2064)

and surface chlorophyll concentration (0.1411) also contribute to the explanation of

sample positions along this axis. Of these variables, only salinity and pycnocline

phosphate concentration are moderately (r> 0.3) correlated to sample positions along

Axis 1 (Fig. 5a).

Although SST and salinity are most highly correlated to sample scores along both

Axis 1 and Axis 2, the environmental interpretation of Axis 2 is fundamentally

different from that of Axis 1. Whereas Axis 1 predominantly reflects the latitudinal

variability in species (Fig. 6a) associated with the positive correlation between SST

and salinity, Axis 2 reflects variability in species associated with the negative

correlation between SST and salinity that occurs in the tropics (Fig. 6b). Other

environmental variables associated with this axis include nitrate, phosphate, and

chlorophyll, suggesting that this inverse relationship between SST and salinity in part

reflects a tropical upwelling or fertility gradient.
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Figure 5. Relationships between environmental and fauna! variables and CCA Axis
2: scatterplots of (a) a!! environmental variables selected by the analysis versus Axis
2, in order of decreasing linear correlation to Axis 2 (from left to right, top to
bottom), and (b) species with strong relationships to Axis 2 (and highest values of
percent fit). Examples of species representing more fertile environments increase
with increasing Axis 2 sample scores (left), and species from more oligotrophic
environments increase with decreasing Axis 2 sample scores. Note that although
SST, surface nitrate concentration range, water depth and chlorophyll have relatively
large canonical coefficients, salinity and phosphate concentration at the pycnocline
(PPO4) have the most consistent relationships to Axis 2 sample positions.
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Figure 5b.
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Figure 6. Contour maps of sample scores for CCA Axes. A) CCA Axis 1 sample
scores, which are highly correlated to SST, show a strong latitudinal trend as well as
equator-ward deflection of latitudinal trends in the eastern boundary currents. B)
CCA Axis 2 sample scores vary primarily within the tropics and subtropics.
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Several (mostly tropical and subtropical) species have significant relationships

along Axis 2 (Fig. 5b). Neogloboquadrina dutertrei (r = 0.78) and Gr. menardii

tumida complex (r = .52) are positively correlated to this axis. Negative scores on

Axis 2 are represented by high abundances of G. ruber (r = -0.66) and Globigerina

tenellus (r = -0.54). Maximum abundances of G. sacculifer occur in the middle of

this axis. These fauna! relationships generally support the interpretation of this axis

as an upwel!ing gradient as G. ruber favors oligotrophic subtropical environments

(higher salinity, lower nutrients and chlorophyll) whereas N. dutertrei (plus P-D

intergrade) thrives in upwelling environments (generally lower in salinity, higher in

nutrients and chlorophyll) [Berger, 1968].

4. Discussion

4.1. CCA Axis 1: SST or SST and Salinity? SST is very highly correlated to sample

positions along CCA Axis 1. Because the model also suggests salinity describes

some of the variability, we need to evaluate the viability of the relationship.

We re-analyzed the data with SST*salinity included as a term with the

environmental variables, to determine if SST and salinity interact together to

influence species. The interaction of SST and salinity are selected over SST alone,

but a comparison of the variance explained by each term suggests the improvement is

very small (for SST*salinity, the variance explained is 0.408; for SST alone the

variance explained is 0.401). Furthermore, the average change in sample positions

along Axis 1 from the analysis with SST to sample positions from the analysis with



the interaction of SST and salinity (-0.0035) is very small compared to the variability

of sample positions from the correlation line between Axis 1 and SST (standard

deviation of samples about the correlation line = 0.2982 in Axis 1 units).

Culture studies do not support the idea that salinity significantly influences

foraminiferal species distributions, leading us to discount a significant salinity

influence sample positions along CCA Axis 1. Bijma et al. [1990] performed culture

experiments on seven tropical and subtropical species (G. sacculfer, G. ruber, G.

con globatus, G. aequilateralis, 0. universa, N. dutertrei, and Gr. menardii) to

determine their biological response to a wide range of temperatures and salinities.

The salinities tolerated by these species exceeded those found in modern ocean

conditions, suggesting that real-world variations in salinity are not limiting. The

temperatures tolerated by these species in culture, however, compares well with those

in the real ocean, supporting the influence of temperature on foraminiferal

biogeography. Because of the lack of biological evidence supporting a causal

relationship between salinity and foraminiferal species, we suspect that the weak

relationship between salinity and CCA Axis 1 found here is an artifact of the data, or

was included erroneously to reflect the influence of an unidentified regional

environmental property.

To gain further insight into the question of the influence of salinity, we examine

the residual variability from the prediction of SST from Axis 1. The correlation

between salinity and CCA Axis 1 SST residuals (Fig. 7) is essentially zero (r2 = 0.08;
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Figure 7. The relationship of residuals from the regression of SST on Axis 1 sample
scores to surface salinity. Samples are coded by ocean and by latitude (tropical or
extra-tropical). There is no relationship between salinity and residuals outside the
tropics, whereas the slopes of the tropical samples are likely different from 0.
Because of the moderate to high correlations between salinity and other variables
within the tropics, and culture studies that suggest salinity is not limiting to
foraminiferal species [Bijma, et al., 1990], the apparent link of SST residuals to
salinity in the tropics may not be valid.
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slope = 0.55) overall, and outside the tropics in the Pacific (r2 = 0.04; slope = 0.54)

and Atlantic (r2 = 0.00; slope = -0.11). This relationship is stronger within the

tropics (between 23°N and 23°S) in both the tropical Pacific (r2 = 0.37; slope = 1.45)

and Atlantic (r2 = 0.25; slope = 0.81).

The relationship between salinity and the SST/Axis 1 residuals is dominated by

tropical variability, but this may be an artifact because many environmental variables

are moderately to highly correlated to one another in the tropics (from 23°N to 23°S).

For example, variables most highly correlated to tropical sea-surface salinity in our

dataset include sea-floor carbonate concentration (r = 0.67, possibly an artifact of

sample distribution given the relationship between the salinity and carbonate

concentration between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans), rate of change in density at

the pycnocline (r = -0.65), the density contrast between 100 meters and the surface (r

= -0.59), silica concentration at the pycnocline (r = -0.57), the percent oxygen

saturation at the pycnocline (r = 0.45), and the concentrations of nitrate (r = 0.39)

and phosphate (r = 0.37) at the pycnocline. Most of these variables are also

moderately correlated to the SST vs. Axis 1 residuals. Given this apparent

intercorrelation of variables in the tropics, it may not be possible to identify or verify

secondary environmental influences from this analysis of core top samples.

Analyzing high-latitude and low-latitude samples separately may help provide insight

into the fauna! variability along Axis 1 that was identified by our analysis as

correlated to salinity.
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4.2. CCA Axis 2: Inter-Ocean Differences.

4.2.1. Environmental Contrasts. CCA Axis 2 represents tropical/subtropical

variability not accounted for by Axis 1. Sample positions along Axis 2 reflect a

faunal gradient from high abundances of G. ruber to high abundances of Gr.

menardii-tumida and N. dutertrei that is related to environmental variability

associated with an inverse correlation between mean annual SST and surface salinity

within the tropics including variability in surface nitrate concentration range, water

depth, pycnocline phosphate and surface chlorophyll concentration. Although SST

has the highest canonical coefficient (0.3 127), the overall relationship between SST

and Axis 2 sample positions is very low (r = 0.082).

The Atlantic and Pacific are different in terms of both fauna and environment, and

these differences are reflected in the placement of species optima along Axis 2. Did

the analysis attempt to describe these faunal differences in terms of environment

when the differences are not environmentally determined, or is there an actual

environmental gradient that explains these differences? Optima of species that are

found in greater abundance in the Atlantic (such as Gr. hirsuta and G. falconensis)

are positioned at the negative extreme of Axis 2, while those that are found in greater

abundance in the Pacific (N. dutertrei, Neogloboquadrina hexagona, Globigerina

con glomerata, and P. obliquiloculata) are positioned at the positive extreme of this

axis. Environmental properties differ between oceans also; for example, salinity and
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sea floor [CO3=] are typically higher, and upper ocean nutrients lower in the Atlantic

than the Pacific.

Sea-surface salinity and pycnocline phosphate concentration are negatively

correlated to one another with respect to Axis 2, but no obvious relationship between

salinity and Axis 2 occurs when each ocean is viewed separately (Fig. 8). Only

samples from the extra-tropical north Atlantic reflect a correlation between salinity

and Axis 2. These samples, however, do not show a clear relationship between G.

ruber and Axis 2 (Fig. 8). We therefore suggest the relationship of salinity to Axis 2

is an artifact. In contrast, the relationship of pycnocline phosphate concentration to

Axis 2 is consistent with the variability of species (especially N. dutertrei) along this

axis in each ocean. The most robust relationship is between faunal variability and

pycnocline nutrient concentration, a likely influence on food supply for these

heterotrophs [Watkins et al., 1996; Watkins and Mix, 1998].

4.2.2. Selective Dissolution. Sea-floor [CO3] and water depth were selected over

sea-floor AC03 (Table 4). The inclusion of water depth may have accounted for the

portion of the faunal variability reflected by CCA Axis 2 that is correlated to the

water pressure influence on AC03, which may have resulted in AC03 being less

well correlated to the residual variance than other environmental variables. ACO3

and water depth are correlated to each other (r = -0.52), however water depth also is a

function of distance from land, and therefore cannot interpreted strictly as a

dissolution variable. Reanalysis of the data with zCO3 in place of water depth does
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Figure 8. The relationships between CCA Axis 2 and a) species, and b)
environmental variables, highlighted by ocean and latitude. Variations in species
along Axis 2 reflect variations in pycnocline phosphate concentration more than
variations in sea-surface salinity when viewed within each ocean separately.
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not change canonical coefficients for either axis. We find no evidence here for an

identifiable, unique response to carbonate under-saturation at the sea floor.

This finding conflicts with work by Berger [1968], Parker and Berger [19711,

Coulbourn et al. [1980], and others that suggests selective dissolution, especially in

the Pacific, alters fauna! assemblages such that the environmental interpretations

based on these assemblages are biased. Our CCA Axis 2 appears to reflect faunal

variability that Berger [1968] described as a dissolution gradient within the low-

latitude Pacific. Some species generally thought to be more solution susceptible (G.

ruber, G. tenellus and G. rubescens) are most abundant with negative scores along

Axis 2, while some species generally thought to be dissolution resistant (P.

obliquiloculata, Gr. menardii-tumida complex, Globigerina con glomerata) are most

abundant with positive scores along Axis 2. However, other dissolution resistant

species are most abundant with negative scores Axis 2 (Gr. hirsuta and left and right

coiling Gr. truncatulinoides). We infer that this axis is not simply a dissolution

gradient. A comparison of Gr. menardii-tumida relative abundance to our

preservation variables (water depth and AC03) within each ocean separately

supports this inference (Fig. 8). To determine if inter-ocean differences confound the

resolution of a dissolution response, we suggest analyzing the Atlantic and Pacific

data separately.

Selective dissolution may influence assemblages, but CCA reveals that this effect

is small relative to (or cannot be differentiated from) primary environmental



influences in the upper ocean. It is therefore unlikely that paleo-estimation methods

using foraminiferal assemblages can be used to reconstruct the extent of dissolution,

unless the primary environmental components are removed first. This finding calls

into question recently published estimates of AC03 at the Last Glacial Maximum

based on modem analogs of species assemblages [Anderson and Archer, 2002].

4.3. Paleoceanographic Estimation.

The strong relationship between sample positions and SST leads us to explore the

use of this model as a paleoestimation tool. Sample positions of unknown samples

along each axis can be calculated from the log-transformed abundances using the

following calculations (all referenced equations are numbered in Appendix A):

1) Use species optima in Table 6 to calculate weighted averages (equation 1).

2) Center and standardize these raw sample scores (equation 4) by subtracting the
centroid (equation 2) and dividing by the square root of the dispersion (equation 3).

3) Multiply the sample scores from the previous step by the scaling factor
calculated by equation 5.

Expressing samples from unknown environments onto the dimensions of our model

in this way can also be done by re-analyzing the data with the fossil samples included

as supplementary, an option within the program CANOCO.

To estimate SST from CCA sample scores one can apply the empirical relationship

between SST and sample scores along CCA Axis 1 based on simple linear regression

of the form:

SST = a(Axis 1) + b, (r2 = xx, Std. Err. = xx).



Alternatively, one can use the empirical relationship between SST and sample scores

along both CCA Axes 1 and 2 based on multiple linear regression of the form:

SST = a(Axis 1) + b(Axis 2) + c, (r2 = xx, Std. Err. = xx).

These two equations yield SST estimates that are very similar; therefore we restrict

the following discussion to the results from the relationship between SST and CCA

Axis 1. To test this CCA-transfer function approach we use the LGM dataset of

CLIMAP [1981] supplemented with samples from Mix [19891, and the down-core

data from the eastern tropical Pacific core RC13-1 10 (located at 0.1°N, 95.7°W, 3231

m) published by Feldberg and Mix, 2003.

The relationship between CCA Axis 1 and SST (Fig. 4a) is described by the

following equation:

SST = 6.54 (CCA Axis 1) + 23.32, (r2 0.91, Std. Err. = 2.04°C).

The statistics of this equation are similar to others created using the transfer function

and related methods (see, for example, Mix et al., 1999). In general, SST is

estimated well (Fig. 9a), although a systematic trend toward negative residuals (i.e.,

estimates that are cooler than modern values) occurs at temperatures > 26°C (Fig.

9b). A similar effect occurs in many transfer functions based on foraminiferal

species [Mix et al., 1999; Feldberg and Mix, 2002].

A map of estimated SST (Fig. lOa) suggests this equation reconstructs the modern

SST pattern well. The pattern is primarily one of cooling at higher latitudes,



Figure 9. Graphs of a) estimated versus actual (observed) SST, and b) SST
residuals (estimated minus actual SST).
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Figure 10. Map patterns of CCA-based transfer function SST estimates (a), residuals
(estimated minus actual) (b), and LGM reconstruction (c).
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however the correct pattern of cool eastern boundary currents in both oceans, and the

presence of a cool tongue in the eastern equatorial Pacific, is simulated well.

Regions with positive residuals tend to be in the southeast Pacific and the mid-

latitudes of the Atlantic, while regions with negative residuals are located primarily

in the western Pacific (northern hemisphere) and the north Atlantic (Fig. lOb).

The application of this equation to sample scores calculated from down-core

samples of RC 13-110 produces SST estimates through time that are generally similar

to SST estimates from an equation using a combination of core-top and down-core

samples from Feldberg and Mix [2002] (Fig. 11). These results suggest CCA model

results can be useful for estimating SSTs.

The CCA-based transfer function yields a lower total range of temperatures in core

RC13-1 10 than the tropical transfer function of Mix et al. [1999] and the eastern

Pacific downcore plus coretop equation of Feldberg and Mix [2002]. This difference

may indicate either that the down-core factor analysis method of Mix et al., [1999]

yielded a temperature equation too sensitive to fauna! change, or that the inclusion of

high latitude samples in the analyses (the ecotone effect mentioned earlier)

desensitizes the CCA-based transfer function (and other transfer functions that

include high-latitude samples) to effects that are unique to the tropics. Application

of the CCA method to tropical and subtropical samples alone could address this

issue.



Figure 11. SST estimates of samples in the sediment core RC13-1 10.
Green symbols refer to the downcore equation of Mix el al., 1999, the
red symbols refer to the downcore plus coretop equation ofFeldberg
and Mix, 2002, and the black symbols represent the estimates from
this study.
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Conclusions

Two environmental dimensions are resolved from the faunal and environmental

data using CCA. The first is most highly correlated to mean annual SST, supporting

the use of sediment assemblages of planktonic foraminifera to estimate temperature.

A slight influence of salinity may be spurious. A second dimension is dominated by

faunal variability in the tropics and may represent a nutrient or fertility gradient. If

robust, this finding supports the use of foraminiferal assemblages to estimate aspects

of biological production, although current reconstructions of annual average

production do not adequately represent this pattern. Analyzing samples from the

Atlantic and Pacific oceans, and from low and high latitudes separately may improve

the resolution of secondary gradients.

Our results also suggest that primary environmental influences of the upper ocean

on foraminiferal assemblages dominate over preservation influences. CCA did not

include AC03 in the description of sample variability, and the results of the analysis

did not resolve a unique faunal response that can be attributed to selective

dissolution.

A CCA-based transfer function was developed to evaluate the usefulness of this

model as a paleoestimation tool. The resulting equation explained 91% of SST

variability, with a standard error of 2°C, comparable to other faunal estimation

methods. The CCAbased transfer function was used to reconstruct modern, LGM
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and down-core SST variability, suggesting CCA model results can be useful to

estimate SSTs.
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APPENDIX



APPENDIX A. Mathematical descriptions of 1) the CCA algorithm, 2) centering
and standardizing and 3) orthogonalization procedures.

1. CCA Algorithm (ter Braak 1986, p. 1169; with 'sample scores' replacing 'site
scores' and 'species optima' replacing 'species scores' to be consistent with
terminology used in this thesis):

The faunal dataset (Y; each element represented as Yik) contains i samples (i = 1 to n)
and Ic species (k = 1 to m). The environmental dataset (represented by Z, which
includes a column of ones) contains environmental variables for the same i samples:

1) Choose arbitrary, but unequal, initial sample scores (xi).

2) Calculate species optima (Uk) by weighted averaging of the sample scores:
fl n

Uk = YikXi/ Y&
i=1 j=1

3) Calculate new sample scores by weighted averaging of the species optima (at
convergence these are the WA scores):

in In

X Y&U1 Yik (1)

4) Obtain regression coefficients by weighted multiple regression of the sample
scores on the environmental variables (b is a column vector of canonical
coefficients, x is a column vector of the new sample scores and R is a diagonal
matrix of sample totals):

b = (Z'RZ)'Z'Rx*

5) Calculate new sample scores from the regression coefficients (at convergence
these are the LC scores):

x = Zb

6) Center and standardize the sample scores (see section 2 of this Appendix).

7) Repeat from step 2, using the sample scores from step 6. Stop when the new
sample scores do not change within a prescribed tolerance from the sample scores
from the previous iteration (using the strict tolerance level of 1013 suggested by
Oksanen and Minchin [1997]). The square root of the dispersion of sample scores
at convergence equals the eigenvalue.

8) Additional axes may be extracted by repeating this procedure with the inclusion
of an orthogonalization step (section 4 of this Appendix) to make trial sample
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scores of the current axis uncorrelated to sample scores of previous axes within
each iteration after step 5.

2. Centering and Standardizing Procedure in CCA:

(Jongman et al., 1995, p. 100; with 'sample scores' replacing 'site scores' to be
consistent with terminology used in this thesis)

The following procedure is performed within each iteration of CCA after step 5
(section 1 of this Appendix).

Step 1. Calculate the centroid, z, of sample scores (x1)

Z+iXi/++ (2)

Step 2. Calculate the dispersion of the sample scores

n

= Y+i(XiZ)2/Y+
i=J (3)

Step 3. Calculate Xj,new = (xi,old z)/s (4)

3. Scaling of Ordination Scores in CCA:

Three options exist to scale ordination scores when using biplot scaling (the
centering and standardizing in section 2 of this Appendix). These options are 1)
scale ordination scores so that species optima approximate the chi-square distance
between species, 2) scale ordination scores so that sample scores approximate the
chi-square distance between samples, or as we have chosen, 3) to scale ordination
scores such that the positions of species optima are placed so that they approximate
the position of the species maximum relative to sample positions along a gradient.
The third option is commonly referred to as a compromise between options 1 and 2.
The constant used for rescaling using option 3 is

(5)
where 2 is the eigenvalue of the axis and a = 0.5.

4. Orthogonalization Procedure in CCA:

(Jongman et al., 1995, p. 100; with 'sample scores' replacing 'site scores' to be
consistent with terminology used in this thesis)



The following procedure is performed within each CCA iteration after step 6 (section
1 of this Appendix). For detrended CCA by second order polynomials, the new
sample scores are also made to be orthogonal to the square of the sample scores of
previous axes in the same fashion. See Appendix A for a definition of symbols.

Step 1. Denote the sample scores of the previous axis byfi and the trial scores of the
present axis by x1.

Step 2. Calculate V Y+j Xjf /y+ , where Y+i =Yik and y = Y+i.

Step 3. Calculate X, new = X old vf. These are the new trial sample scores, which
are now orthogonal to those of previous axes.

Step 4. Repeat Steps 1-3 for all previous axes.




